
Data Recovery Software

Your Windows® Data. Recovered.
Ontrack offers a powerful do-it-yourself software for businesses and individuals in need of data recovery for Windows® based media. 
Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ for Windows is able to recover damaged and deleted files, as well as retrieves data from formatted or 
corrupted volumes, even from initialized disks. Our easy to use interface allows even the most novice users to recover their data with 
minimal effort.

Best-in-class Features

	Q Quick Scan and Deep Scan options allows you to scan efficiently for a fast recovery or perform a more in-depth scan for files 
which are more challenging to recover.

	Q Search for deleted files easily in your logical drive by name or type.

	Q Data recovery from corrupt drives such as hard drive, memory card and USB drive is available with this advanced utility.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Free

Recover up to 1GB for free with Ontrack EasyRecovery Free, a powerful 
do-it-yourself data recovery software for systems running Microsoft® 
Windows®. An easy-to-use comprehensive solution for data recovery.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Home

A simple data recovery solution for individuals who have lost irreplaceable 
data such as digital photos, movies, music and important documents. 
Recover from any type of media, including mobile phones. Perform 
unlimited recoveries from local data storage as well as  
external media.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Professional

Professional grade recovery for lost and deleted files, folders, documents, 
photos and more. Ontrack EasyRecovery Professional can recover from 
multiple data loss events like accidental deletion and formatting, including 
data loss after severe corruption of the hard drive.

Ontrack® EasyRecovery™ Technician

Advanced RAID data recovery from Microsoft® Windows® based storage media 
and RAID hard drives. Ontrack EasyRecovery Technician securely recovers data 
from RAID 0, 5, or 6 hard drives with an additional option for Remote Data 
Recovery. Recover files, photos, videos, documents, and emails from Windows 
hard drives, external media, and RAID servers. This licence also allows you to 
use Ontrack EasyRecovery to recover customer data as a service.

Free Data Recovery  
for up to 1GB

With our free version of Ontrack 
EasyRecovery you are able to 
recover 1GB of data at no cost.

www.ontrack.com/uk/products/
ontrack-easyrecovery/
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Ontrack EasyRecovery Capabilities

Ontrack EasyRecovery is a comprehensive data recovery software solution for Microsoft® Windows® and runs on Windows 10, 
Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista® and Windows XP® operating systems. Recover emails, documents, databases, 
photos, and multimedia files from local/external hard drives (HDD/SSD), optical discs, and other devices including iPods, tablets, 
mobile phones that work as a removable storage and disk image files.

A ‘Quick Scan’ feature lets you scan the target media in less time, allowing for a faster recovery. If your critical files are not listed in the 
preview after the Quick Scan, a ‘Deep Scan’ can be selected to continue the search.

Ontrack EasyRecovery Home provides a ‘Filtered Tree’ option to enable you to sort through your recovered files with ease. You can 
specify the different file types, whether the file is existing or deleted, and filter by the approximate file size.

Ontrack EasyRecovery New Features

	Q Ability to save scans and resume recovery later

	Q User Friendly Interface

	Q Multiple DPI Supported (100%, 125%, 150%)

	Q Ability to search specific type of files in a logical drive/ 
specific folder

	Q Ability to search specific folder for lost and deleted data 

	Q Automatic switching from Quick Scan to Deep Scan if the 
desired files are not located after the Quick Scan

	Q Faster and more efficient scan engine

	Q Simultaneous Scan of multiple File System (NTFS, FAT, FAT16, 
FAT32 and ExFat) in a logical drive

	Q Improved speed when searching for lost partition

	Q Option to turn On/Off preview of files while scanning is  
in progress

	Q Enhanced scanning progress and detailed scanning status 
including scanning status, time elapsed and time remaining

Ontrack EasyRecovery Key Features

	Q Categorization of scanned results

	Q Preview of files before recovery

	Q Recovers data from accidently deleted volumes

	Q Recovers data from formatted volumes

	Q Recovers deleted files and folders

	Q Recovers from hard disk, removable media such as USB 
drives, memory cards etc.

	Q Provides option to pause and resume data recovery later on

	Q Supports over 300 file types

	Q Provides File Tree segmented by File Type, Tree View and 
Deleted List


